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Name:

Names of the Main

Characters:

Where does the story take place?

(Setting)

When does the story take place? Over the course of the Day? A month? A year?
How do you know?

Character Study

Choose two characters to describe by answering the questions below and
writing in complete sentences.

Name of Main

Character

1. Physical Likeness.

2. Personality.

(What does the character look

(What kind of a person

is

like?)

the character?)

Name of Main Character
1.

Physical Likeness.

2. Personality.

(What does the character look

(What kind of a person

is

like?)

the character?)

Vocabula

As you read the story, find three words that you do not understand. Look
them up in a dictionary and give the following information.
1.

Word:

Page Number:

Definition:

Write a sentence using the vocabulary word.

2.

Word:

Page Number:

Definition:

Write a sentence using the vocabulary word.

3.

Word:

Page Number:

Definition:

Write a sentence using the vocabulary word.

Your Opinion
Directions:

Did you

like

Answer the following questions using complete sentences.
the book?

Why or why not?

What was your favorite

What was your

part of the book?

least favorite part of the

Would you recommend

this

Why?

book?

Why?

book to someone else to read?

Why or why not?

Summary of the Story (use your own words to write down what
happened

in

the story.)

Honey

Bee

to the

by ReadWorks

Bees are
covered

flying insects that

in

fuzzy hair that

feed on nectar and pollen. They are usually yellow and black and

makes

collecting pollen easier.

A bee's body is similar to that of

other insects-for instance, an ant-with three major sections: the head, the middle section
called the thorax,

and the

and two antennae

for seeing

legs can be found

have

little

last section called the

for touching

and

abdomen. The head of a bee has

smelling.

Two

five

eyes

sets of wings and three sets of

on a bee's thorax. Depending on the type of bee, the

last set of legs

might

sacs that store the pollen that the bee has collected from flowers. Many types of

bees have

stingers.

Filled with poison,

millimeters long.

The bee

stinger

the stinger

is

is

the most feared part of a bee, and for good reason.

a bee's protection from danger. The stingers are around 12

There are over 20,000 known bee species

in

the world.

The best known

is

probably the honeybee.

Honeybees

live in

beehives, which have a distinct order that helps things run smoothly. At the

bottom of the totem pole are the workers. Workers are young female bees.

main duties include going out
clean.

Honeybees

will travel

to find food (nectar

up

to eight miles

if

and

Some of their

pollen), building the hive,

necessary to

find nectar

and keeping

and pollen

to bring

it

back

Worker bees are

to the hive.

does happen,
stings

when

worker bee

it

is

it

is

is

usually

her job

is

to

because they are

away from

the hive, but

anywhere from 4

The queen honeybee

is

actually the only

trying to protect their hive

might sting

if it

laying

in

eggs

the hive. There
that will

is

into

usually only

live

a queen bee. The

first

It

one per

larvae are placed

usually takes about two

hive,

a

royal

weeks

female bee to become a queen bee

jelly,

for

kills

in

a

and

of

anywhere from 3

grow queen bees. These larvae are fattened up with

substance that worker bees secrete.

grow

A bee rarely

lifespan of

become the next generation

When the time comes for a new queen to take over, some
to

from harm.

senses danger. The

honeybees. She lays over a thousand eggs per day and can

chambers

When this

stinging.

to 9 months.

the biggest bee

grow the family by

it

bees that ever do any

to

5 years.

special
nutritious

a female larva

to

the other potential

queen bees.
Male honeybees are called drones. They don't have
pollen. Their only

hive at
to

one

make

it

time.

purpose

As

is

to

stingers,

don't collect nectar or

mate with the queen. Several hundred drones can

live in

the winter months approach, the males are kicked out of the hive

in

a
order

easier for the queen and her workers to survive. Food needs to be saved as there

are fewer flowers to collect pollen and nectar from. Less food

ones

and they

to go!

means the drones

are the

first

1.

What

is

a bee?

A. an insect that lives near water and eats fish
B. a red-and-black insect that lives under the ground

C. a flying insect that collects nectar and pollen
D. a crawling insect with two sets of legs

2.

and no wings

What does this passage describe?
A. wings, legs, mouths, and trees
B. totem poles

and winter weather

C. different honeybees
D. poison

3. Different

in

a beehive

and measurement

bees

in

a hive have

What evidence from

different duties.

the passage supports this statement?

A. Worker bees gather food; the queen bee lays eggs.
B.

Bee

stingers are about 12 millimeters long.

C. Bees have two sets of wings and three sets of legs.
D.

4.

The honeybee

is

probably the best known bee species.

Which bees are probably the

least important

A. worker bees
B. the

queen bee

C. female bees
D. drones

5.

What
A.

is this

passage mainly about?

honeybees

B. the bodies of

bees

C. different types of insects
D. antennae

and wings

bees

in

a beehive?

6.

Read

world.

the following sentences: "There are over 20,000

The best known

is

known bee species

probably the honeybee."

What does the word "species" mean

in

the sentences above?

A. colors or shades
B. orders or levels

C. kinds or types
D. duties or jobs

7.

Choose

There

is

the

answer that best completes the sentence below.

less food available for the

honeybees

in

the hive during the winter;

the drones are kicked out.

never
B.

even though

C. including
D. consequently

8.

What does a bee

look

like,

according to the passage?

in

the

9.

What are the main

10.

Drones are the

approach.
beehive.

duties of worker

first

bees

Why might this

to

bees?

be kicked out of a beehive as the winter months

be? Make sure

Use evidence from

to consider the role of the

the text to support your answer.

drone

in

the

A Family Reunion
swam to a beach in western Canada. There, they rubbed their bellies on the
smooth pebbles along the beach. The group included a young female orca named Springer.
In July 2002, a group of orcas

Orca Facts

An orca is sometimes called a killer whale.

A male orca can grow to weigh 9 tons.
An orca is a mammal that breathes air.
Orcas are not whales. They are dolphins.

The following January, a lone orca was spotted in Puget Sound near Washington
was about 2 years old and that she had been orphaned.

state. Scientists

figured out

that the orca

During spring, the orphaned orca stayed

They named her

in

Puget Sound. She

swam near boats, and many people

got to see her.

Springer.

As the months passed,

the orca became sickly. She developed a skin rash.
They treated the rash, and Springer got better.

Scientists then captured Springer.

Like Peas in a Pod

NOAA
Orca
After Springer had recovered, scientists decided that they should return the orca to the ocean. Before releasing
her, they attached a radio transmitter to Springer.

The radio allows

scientists to track her.

The boat traveled about 400 miles north
related to Springer was there.

In July, wildlife experts loaded Springer onto a jet-powered boat.

western Canada. Scientists

knew

that a pod, or

group of orcas,

Springer was put back into the ocean. Soon scientists saw her

swimming with her pod. An aunt and

cousins are part of the pod. Springer's family reunion seemed to be a happy one.
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three

to

Comprehension Questions
1.

Why did

the scientists travel

400 miles

with Springer before releasing her back into the

ocean?

go a long distance

A. they

wanted

to

B. they

wanted

to take her to

a pod

C. they wanted to track her with

D. they thought

2.

Which

it

a

with their jet-powered boat

of orcas from her family

radio transmitter

would be better to take her to Canada

of the following events occurred last in the

passage?

A. scientists helped Springer by treating her skin rash

B. scientists decided to return Springer to the

ocean

C. scientists figured out that Springer had no mother

D. scientists

3.

saw Springer swimming

What word would

A. sickly

B. friendly

C. sad

D.

dangerous

with her family

the author probably use to describe Springer's personality?

4.

Read

the following sentences and answer the question below:

"The following January, a lone orca was spotted
Scientists figured out that the orca

What does

the word lone

in

Puget Sound near Washington

was about 2 years

old

and

that

state.

she had been orphaned."

mean?

A. having fun

B.

needing money

C.

swimming very slowly

D. being the only

5.

one

What would be another good

title

for this

passage?

A. Saving Springer

B.

Peas

in

a Pod

C. Dolphins vs.

D. Puget

6.

Whales

Sound

Why did the

in

Washington State

scientists attach

a radio transmitter

to Springer before they released her into the

ocean?

7.

Discuss two ways that the scientists helped Springer.

8.

The question below

is

an incomplete sentence. Choose the word

that best

completes the

sentence.

Scientists decided to capture Springer

Springer had a skin rash that they wanted to

treat.

A. so

B. after

C. but

D.

because

9. Select the following

10.

If

a

child

image

that

most closely demonstrates an orphaned bear.

has a mother but the father has died,

is

it

orphaned?

Why or why not?

4th Grade Science
1)
Layers of rock containing fossils, like the layers
illustrated here, are MOST LIKELY composed of
______________ rocks.
A) Igneous

B) sedimentary

B) Metamorphic

C) crystallized

2)

Curious Carl conducted an experiment on the eating habits of black bears. While living in the
woods, Carl was able to record the daily diet of five bears. After a year of observation, Carl
summarized his findings in the graph.
Which statement is an observation rather than an inference?
Land animals were more abundant than
Given a choice, bears would rather
A)
C)
fish.
eat plants.
B)

The bears ate more large animals than fish.

D)

Rodents were hard for the bears to
find and catch.

3)

Mr. Winters was having a roach problem in his
classroom. He bought a product to kill the roaches.
The advertisement said that the roach spray would
be effective for at least one month. Mr. Winters and
his class kept data on the roaches in the classroom
after spraying. Based on the results, what could Mr.
Winters infer about the roach spray?
A)

The spray did not kill any roaches.

C)

The spray kept the roach
population down for 21 days.

B)

The spray worked, but only for about 10 days.

D)

The spray worked just like the
advertisement said it would.

4)

In an attempt to save money, the lunchroom staff sent out student questionnaires to see
which foods students preferred. Once they knew students preferences, the lunch room staff
would prepare the most popular foods, thereby reducing waste.
Based on the student questionnaire data, what inference can the lunchroom staff make?
All students would prefer to eat
A) Most students bring their lunch from home.
C)
pizza over any other food.
B)

Students have no preferences
D) regarding the food they eat for
lunch.

Pizza is the favorite food of about one-third
the students.

5)
Ms. Crawford gave the following instructions to her science class:
• Place an empty water bottle on the table and remove the lid. Carefully pour 10 ml of
vinegar into the bottle.
• Open up the mouth of the balloon and have you lab partner spoon 1 teaspoon of
baking soda into the balloon.
• Without spilling any of the baking soda, stretch the mouth of the balloon over the
mouth of the bottle.
• Turn the balloon completely upright so that the baking soda inside the balloon pours
into the bottle with the vinegar. Watch!
The baking soda looked like it dissolved in the vinegar. Sarah and Connor watched as the
balloon expanded and filled with a gas. Was this a physical or chemical reaction and why?
A) chemical - gas produced
C) physical - baking soda dissolved
B)

physical - water bottle got hot

D) chemical - baking soda disappeared

6)
"Metamorphosis" means to change form. Metamorphic
rocks directly form from

A) igneous rocks.

C)

igneous, sedimentary, and
metamorphic rock.

B) magma deep within the Earth.

D)

sediments that are compacted and
then cemented.

7) Which of these is an example of conserving a non-renewable resource?
Traveling in
individual cars
A) Using electricity to fuel cars, instead of gasoline.
C)
instead of
taking the bus.
B) Disposing wastes in landfills, instead of burning them.

Getting rid of
old aluminum
D)
cans instead of
recycling them.

8)
What happens when liquid water is heated?

A) The water will freeze making ice.

C)

The water will evaporate
creating steam.

B) The water will evaporate creating ice.

D)

The water will melt and remain
liquid water.

9)

When Earth is between the Moon and the Sun, the fully lit face of the Moon is seen
from Earth. This phase of the Moon is called a ________ moon.
A) crescent
C) gibbous
B) full

D) new

10)
What causes the change within every twenty-four hours
from day to night on Earth?

A)

Earth’s rotation on its axis

C) Earth’s revolution around the Sun

B)

the tilt of Earth on its axis

D) the distance from Earth to the Sun

11) One type of potential energy is elastic energy. This is energy stored up and then released
by objects that can stretch and snap back, like springs and rubber bands.
Jim, Sally, and Sarah each have the same type of slingshot.
Jim is not stretching his out at all.
Sally has hers halfway stretched.
Sarah has fully stretched her slingshot out.
Which slingshot contains the most elastic energy?
A)

Jim's unstretched slingshot.

C) Sally's halfway stretched slingshot.

B)

Sarah's fully stretched slingshot.

D)

All the slingshots have an equal amount
of elastic energy.

12)
You use a balance to find the mass of a folded
newspaper. Then you run it through a shredder.
Predict its mass after being shredded.

A) The two masses cannot be
compared because a physical
change has occurred.

B) The mass of the shredded paper will
be equal to the mass of the folded paper.

C) The mass of the shredded
paper will be less than the
mass of the folded paper.

D) The mass of the shredded
paper will be greater than the mass of
The folded paper

13) A teacher listed the following two processes.
• Process 1: water changing to ice in a refrigerator
• Process 2: steam coming out of a kettle filled with hot of water
Which table correctly identifies the change of state taking place in each example?
Process Phase Change

A)

1

Liquid to gas

2

Liquid to gas

Process Phase Change

C)

Process Phase Change

B)

1

Liquid to gas

2

Liquid to solid

1

Liquid to gas

2

Gas to Liquid

Process Phase Change

D)

1

Liquid to solid

2

Liquid to gas

14)
Many people keep parrots for pets. Parrots have some very
interesting behaviors. Some are inherited and some are learned.
Which trait is a learned behavior rather than an inherited trait?

A) talking

C) cracking seeds

B) perching

D) colorful feathers

15)
Three features describe the motion of an object. They are

A)

direction, speed, and energy.

C) energy, position, and direction.

B)

position, direction, and speed.

D) position, direction, and energy.

16) Mary lay in bed and watched the constellations move on the ceiling over her head. Her
parents had bought her a star projector that projected them there.
The stars moved in a circle across the ceiling, so her view was always changing. Is this what
happens in real life?
No. Both the earth and stars are
A) Yes. The stars orbit the sun.
C)
orbiting around the sun.
B)

Yes. The stars are orbiting around Earth.

D)

No. The earth moves, which makes
the stars appear to move.

17)
steel water aluminum
Think about the three words listed here. Which word could be added as the title of this list of
words to tell how these words are related?
A) conductors
C) insulators
B)

heat

D) metals

18)

A)

erodes

B)

weathers

Sam blew out through a straw and directed his breath at a pan of
sand.
Sam is showing the rest of his class how the wind _________ the
land.
C) forms soil from
D) deposits rocks on

19)
Scientists have tracked the changes in this land for
many years. Picture A shows how the land looked to
start with. Many years later, the land looked like
Picture B. What MOST LIKELY caused the change
in the land?
A) a coastal glacier
B) water cutting the rocks

C) wind blowing in circles
D) earthquakes along the shore

20)

The earth is in a constant state of motion which creates forces that change the face of the
Earth. Weathering is the force that breaks down rocks and other objects in nature into smaller
pieces and erosion is the movement of the pieces that were broken off through the weathering
process.
What is the major cause of erosion and weathering that affects coastline features?
A) ice
C) animals
B)

wind

D) moving water

